DevOps Transformation at Centare

Unlock the full potential of your development
and operations organizations with our DevOps
Transformation services.

Leaders charged with developing a comprehensive
DevOps strategy are overburdened with their dayto-day duties and underprepared in the nuances of
modern DevOps practices, resulting in confusion,
missed opportunities, and costly setbacks.
We are experienced in helping companies
increase operational efficiency by unifying their
development and operations teams.

Advantages
Understanding the benefits of DevOps is easy;
bringing change to your organization is not.
Centare’s DevOps Transformation program adapts to
fit your unique situation - no matter where you are on
your DevOps journey.
• The DevOps Rapid Start process quickly assesses
and launches DevOps into your organization
• Build your processes and infrastructure on a
foundation of industry-accepted best practices
• Create lasting change by forming a community of
DevOps practitioners

Our Approach
Discover: We create a detailed analysis of
the present state of IT teams, DevOps capabilities,
tools, and processes in place. The results charter a
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high-level roadmap, blending a customized approach
with the Centare DevOps Transformation Framework.
Build: Our DevOps engineers work with your team
to build a product consisting of enablers and
guardrails that serve as a self-service platform
for your development teams to accelerate their
DevOps journey.
Pilot: Our cross-disciplinary team takes ownership
with you, collaborating with team members to quickly
establish buy-in with executives using our “boots on
the ground” approach. This is an effective, low-cost
way to test the DevOps initiative - turning strategic
goals into tactical actions.
Scale: Trained and experienced Centare engineers
embed in your enablement and product teams to
reinforce the initiative, achieve short-term wins, and
gain long-lasting results.
Accelerate: Avoid slipping back into old habits
and create lasting change with our proven communitybuilding techniques.
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